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Supply chain

We build transparent, fair and  
ethical partnerships and empower  
the people in our value chain.

Upholding fair business practices and improving labor 
conditions across our supply chain are responsibilities 
we take very seriously. To continuously raise and 
safeguard standards, we’re committed to working 
in close partnerships with our suppliers, their  
workers and other supply chain stakeholders.

We conduct our corporate activities on the basis 
of clear codes of conduct based on internationally 
recognized standards and conventions. We seek 
to work only with business partners who share our 
commitment to sustainability and fair labor practices.

Supply chain management:  
compliance and commitment
Our supply chain management program is based 
on the principle of compliance when needed, 
commitment where possible.

As a minimum, our suppliers must comply with our 
own codes and policies as well as all relevant local 
and international regulations. But where possible, we 
encourage our suppliers to move beyond compliance 

and commit to continuously raising standards  
through training and capacity building, in ongoing, 
open partnership with ASICS, labor organizations  
and other industry stakeholders.

The program consists of four building blocks: 
Monitoring and Risk Management; Governance 
and Transparency; Training and Capacity Building; 
and Stakeholder Engagement.

Influence and responsibilities
More than 150 direct, Tier 1 suppliers in more than 
20 countries provide us with the facilities, expertise 
and other resources that allow us to bring the best 
products to our customers. Many of our Tier 1 
suppliers themselves have an extensive supply chain, 
connecting the ASICS Group indirectly with many 
more operations and businesses worldwide.

As a major global sporting goods brand, we have 
significant influence on the suppliers in our supply 
chain. We recognize that this role and responsibility 
extends even to the areas where we have no direct 
relationship. Through our partnership approach,  
we aim to help improve standards not just among  
our direct suppliers, but in all areas where our 
business has influence.

OUR APPROACH  
TO OUR SUPPLY CHAIN

Compliance Commitment

 1
Monitoring and  
Risk Management 

 › Country Risk Evaluation
 › Supplier Assessment 

Tools
 › Audit Follow Up/

Corrective Action Plan 
(CAP)

 › Supplier Monitoring
 › Issue and Crisis 

Management

2
Governance  
and Transparency 

 › Supplier Contracts  
and Agreements

 › Supplier Standards,  
Guidelines and 
Manuals

 › Corporate Codes/
Policies

 › Data Management  
and Systems

 › Internal/External 
Communication

3
Training and  
Capacity Building 

 › Supplier Training 
 › Collaboration around 

Efficiency and 
Productivity

 › Business Integration

4
Stakeholder  
Engagement 

 ›  Industry Collaboration  
(SAC, WFSGI,  
Better Work)

 › Open and 
Constructive 
Stakeholder Dialogue  
(unions, NGOs, media)

 › Global (public)  
Sustainability Report
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Supply chain management:  
responsibilities, procedures and policies
Along with our global CSR and sustainability division, 
several other departments, procedures and policies 
play a role in making sure our operations are safe, 
ethical and sustainable.

Production and sourcing divisions
Our production and sourcing divisions make a major 
contribution to building understanding of our supply 
chains and improving the performance of our 
manufacturing partners. Because these teams work 
closely with our supplier partners, they are ideally 
positioned to help with monitoring, raising issues, and 
identifying opportunities and training requirements. 

Staff training
To make sure our supply chain management work is 
as coordinated and effective as possible, we carry out 
regular cross-divisional training and awareness-raising 
sessions around supplier engagement and 
assessment. Sharing information in this way allows  
us to form joint action plans, mitigate challenges, 
improve future performance and make better 
business decisions regarding our suppliers. 

Modern slavery due diligence  
and risk assessment
ASICS does not tolerate modern slavery in our supply 
chain in any form. We are committed to eradicating 
all forms of modern slavery from every part of our 
supply chain. This extends even to the areas of the 
supply chain where we have no direct relationship. 
We do this work both independently, and in 
collaboration with other stakeholders within 
and outside the sporting goods industry.

To ensure due diligence, we have robust policies and 
procedures in place to assess the risk of human rights 
abuses and forced labor, both in the selection and 
management of supply chain partners and in our 
selection of potential sourcing countries.

In 2017, ASICS released a public statement in response 
to the launch of the UK’s Modern Slavery Act. 

To read and download the statement 
  http://www.asics.com/gb/en-gb/modern-
slavery-act/trafficking_statement.html

To read and download the statement related  
to The California Transparency in Supply Chains 
Act of 2010 (SB657) 

 http://www.asics.com/us/en-us/california-laws

Policies and guidelines
Our corporate activities are guided by clear codes 
of conduct based on internationally recognized 
standards and conventions. 

All of our suppliers and business partners must 
comply with our Code of Conduct and our Policy of 
Engagement. We also have a separate Environmental 
Policy that covers issues related to environmental 
management, human health and safety. 

Suppliers must understand and acknowledge these 
standards and are formally obliged to meet them. 
We seek to work only with business partners who 
share our commitment to sustainability and fair 
labor practices. 

We continuously improve the audit functions and 
internal controls of our corporate management. We 
also encourage employees and business partners to 
report code or policy violations using our confidential, 
anonymous whistleblowing services. This allows us 
to detect the first signs of wrongdoing quickly and 
carry out corrective measures without delay. 

For more information and to download our policies 
  http://corp.asics.com/en/csr/our-approach/
governance-and-policies

Country risk assessments
We carry out a country risk assessment prior to 
entering any new sourcing country, in collaboration 
with our CSR & Sustainability Division and relevant 
internal and external stakeholders. Analysis of human 
rights risks and particular industry/sector and 
geographical risks forms an integrated part of this  
risk analysis. Based on the country risk assessment,  
a country and thus all facilities in that country can  
be restricted to be used for ASICS production.

Supplier assessments
Before entering into a partnership agreement with any 
new supplier, we assess their social and environmental 
sustainability performance against ASICS Human 
Rights and Safe and Ethical Standards. We only 
partner with suppliers who meet our minimum 
standards. We continue to audit suppliers over the 
course of our partnership to ensure standards remain 
high and in line with ASICS’ requirements.

OUR APPROACH 
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NGO and industry partnerships
To help raise supply chain sustainability standards 
throughout our industry, ASICS engages and partners 
with a wide range of NGOs and other industry 
stakeholders. 

Our NGO collaborations range from partnerships to 
raise supplier standards through training and capacity 
building, to projects designed to ensure human rights 
responsibilities are respected in the planning of large 
sports events.

Through our industry associations, we partner with 
other brands to develop industry alignment around 
common sustainability standards, in consultation with 
labor unions and NGOs in manufacturing regions.

China Textile Federation forum
In 2017 the China Textile Federation hosted a forum 
on textile manufacturing sustainability involving 
a range of stakeholders including NGOs, suppliers, 
and industry bodies. ASICS was invited to the forum 
to share its approach on supply chain management.

ILO Better Work Program/Better Factories Cambodia
Founded by the International Labour Organization 
(ILO) and the International Finance Corporation (IFC), 
the Better Work Programme improves labor standards 

 “We are delighted to 
inform you that the 
Sabrina factory in 
Cambodia has been 
confirmed as one  
of the first factories  
to achieve Better 
Work Stage II status. 
This is both a landmark moment and a not 
insignificant achievement as it required the 
factory to consistently demonstrate: 
 › high levels of compliance,
 › a mature level of social dialogue,
 › effective management systems; and
 › a commitment to learning. 

We hope that we can increase the suppliers which 
achieve Better Work Stage II status in cooperation 
with you.” 

Juliet Edington
Business Programme Manager at ILO Better Work 

Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC)
As a founding member of SAC, we have been closely 
involved in the organization’s efforts to align industry 
sustainability standards at a global level. In 2017, ASICS 
actively engaged suppliers to help them integrate the 
Higg index into their systems.

Unions
ASICS engages with several unions worldwide. In 2017, 
ASICS communicated with IndustriALL Global Union, 
which represents 50 million workers in 140 countries, 
about our supply chain activities. We also joined 
several meetings held by Japanese industrial union 
UA ZENSEN to update a key issue resolution.

The World Federation of the  
Sporting Goods Industry (WFSGI)
ASICS is a gold member of the WFSGI, the global body 
for the sporting goods industry. As an active participant 
to its sustainability committee, we take part in several 
of its committee meetings as well as the WFSGI 
Manufacturing Forum, where sustainability in 
manufacturing is a key focus area. In 2017 we 
contributed to several WFSGI sustainability 
position papers.

and competitiveness in global supply chains. ASICS 
has been a partner of Better Work (BW) and Better 
Factories Cambodia (BFC) since 2014, collaborating 
on monitoring and raising standards in our supplier 
factories in Cambodia, Vietnam and Indonesia. In 
2017, we collaborated with ILO on several factory-level 
activities, including regional and country buyer forums 
as well as knowledge sharing around industry-wide 
human rights activities.

The Institute of Public & Environmental  
Affairs (IPE) Corporate Information  
Transparency Index (CITI) meeting
IPE raises standards of waste water management 
in Chinese manufacturing facilities, with a particular 
focus on dyeing houses. At the annual CITI meeting 
in October 2017, ASICS was ranked in the Top 30 
within the index as a result of its collaboration, 
communication and transparency with IPE. 

Oxfam 
ASICS has been a signatory of the Freedom of 
Association (FOA) protocol in Indonesia since 2011. 
As part of this we continue to update and communicate 
with Oxfam in the region. In 2017 ASICS took part in 
a survey to monitor FOA protocol implementation 
among our suppliers, reporting the results to Oxfam.
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